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Jerry And Esther Hicks Ask And It Is Given
Living a better-feeling life really comes down to one thing only: coming into alignment with the Energy of our Source. Abraham reminds us
that we are truly Source Energy focused into our physical bodies, and that a conscious Connection to that Broader Non-Physical part of us is
necessary if we are to be the joyful Beings that we were born to be. Abraham calls that wonderful alignment Getting into the Vortex. Through
a series of Leading Edge books (New York Times bestsellers), Abraham has emphasized the importance of our conscious alignment with the
Source within us. They have let us know that our natural state of Being is inside our Vortex of Creation in complete alignment with Source
Energy—and that every aspect of our physical experience reflects our alignment with, or resistance to, that Connection. Everything—from the
physical well-being of our bodies, the clarity of our minds, and the abundance we allow to flow, to the satisfaction in every relationship we
experience—is impacted by our all-important relationship with our Vortex. Abraham has helped us to understand that our dominant intent in
every day is to get into the Vortex! And now, they have lovingly and specifically guided Jerry and Esther Hicks in the creation of an innovative
and valuable tool that promises to get us into the Vortex right now . . . and that tool is enclosed in the Getting into the Vortex User Guide in
the form of a 70-minute audio download. This unique recording contains four powerfully guided daily meditations that have been designed to
get you into the Vortex of Creation in four basic areas of your life: • General Well-Being • Financial Well-Being • Physical Well-Being •
Relationships. Jerry and Esther are thrilled to offer this powerful, first-of-its kind, musically scored, breath-enhancing, user-friendly tool from
Abraham that will get you into the Vortex.
This book presents the powerful basics of the original Teachings of Abraham. Within these pages, you’ll learn how all things, wanted and
unwanted, are brought to you by this most powerful law of the universe, the Law of Attraction (that which is like unto itself is drawn). You’ve
most likely heard the saying "Like attracts like," "Birds of a feather flock together," or "It is done unto you as you believe" (a belief is only a
thought you keep thinking); and although the Law of Attraction has been alluded to by some of the greatest teachers in history, it has never
before been explained in as clear and practical terms as in this latest book by New York Times best-selling authors, Esther and Jerry Hicks.
Learn here about the omnipresent Laws that govern this Universe and how to make them work to your advantage. The understanding that
you’ll achieve by reading this book will take all the guesswork out of daily living. You’ll finally understand just about everything that’s
happening in your own life as well as in the lives of those you’re interacting with. This book will help you to joyously be, do, or have anything
that you desire!
One of the most powerful of the Seth Books, this essential guide to conscious living clearly and powerfully articulates the furthest reaches of
human potential, and the concept that we all create our own reality according to our individual beliefs. Having withstood the test of time, it is
still considered one of the most dynamic and brilliant maps of inner reality available today. “The Seth books present an alternate map of
reality with a new diagram of the psyche . . . useful to all explorers of consciousness.” — Deepak Chopra “Seth was one of my first
metaphysical teachers. He remains a constant source of knowledge and inspiration in my life.” — Marianne Williamson “I would like to see the
Seth books as required reading for anyone on their spiritual pathway. The amazing in-depth information in the Seth books is as relevant today
as it was in the early ’70s when Jane Roberts first channeled this material.” — Louise Hay
Abraham's teachings claim that all things wanted or unwanted are brought to a person through the laws of attraction. Esther and Jerry Hicks
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lead listeners on a voyage of discovery, explaining how focus and longing can lure the object of desire.
Ask and it is GivenLearning to Manifest Your DesiresReadHowYouWant.com
From the inspirational leader and author of the international bestsellers Your Sacred Self and Your Erroneous Zones comes this mindawakening guidebook for making your desires reality. Wayne Dyer is an extraordinary sensor of what people want and he moves with the
ever-changing times. He focused on the heart of the spiritual with Real Magic and embraced individual sacredness with Your Sacred Self. In
this enlightening work, he takes these concepts one step further to focus on meditation and manifesting what you want. Based on ancient
principles and spiritual practices, Manifest Your Destiny teaches the process of meditation as a way to streamline your thoughts, desires,
goals, and, ultimately, your life. Are the decisions and actions in your life controlled by your ego? Are you weighted down with unresolved
troubles? Do you feel out of touch with your environment? Do you complain, find fault, or take for granted more often than you appreciate
your life? You can overcome these barriers with Dyer’s technique, as outlined in his Nine Spiritual Principles that will teach you to develop
spiritual awareness, reconnect with the world, trust yourself and accept your worth, and let go of demands. Filled with warmth and insight, this
invaluable book will help you achieve your goals and take you to a level higher than you've ever dreamed.
The Essential Law of Attraction Collection is the perfect read for those who want to deepen their understanding of the Teachings of Abraham,
as well as anyone who would like to have three wonderful books by Esther and Jerry together in one special edition! •The Law of Attraction
presents the powerful basics of the original Teachings of Abraham®. You’ve most likely heard the saying "Like attracts like," and although
the Law of Attraction has been alluded to by some of the greatest teachers in history, it has never been explained in as clear and practical
terms as it is in these pages. •Money, and the Law of Attraction shines a spotlight on two subjects troubling many people today: money and
physical health. This book was written to deliberately align you with the most powerful law in the universe—the Law of Attraction—so that you
can make it work specifically for you, no matter what your life experience may be. •The Vortex will help you understand every relationship you
are currently involved in or have ever experienced. It uncovers a myriad of false premises that are at the heart of every uncomfortable
relationship issue, and guides you to a clear understanding of the creative Vortex that has already assembled the relationships that you have
desired.
Based on the best-selling book Ask and It Is Given, this CD set by Esther and Jerry Hicks, presents the teachings of the non-physical entity
Abraham, and will help you learn how to manifest your desires so that you're living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve.As you listen,
you'll come to understand how the universal laws that govern your time/space reality influence your relationships, health issues, finances,
career concerns, and more.

This book, which presents the teachings of the nonphysical entity Abraham, will help you learn how to manifest your desires so
that you're living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve. You'll come to understand how your relationships, health issues,
finances, career concerns, and more are influenced by the Universal laws that govern your time-space-reality and you'll discover
powerful processes that will help you go with the positive flow of life.--From publisher description.
Everyone has a purpose. And, according to Oprah Winfrey, “Your real job in life is to figure out as soon as possible what that is,
who you are meant to be, and begin to honor your calling in the best way possible.” That journey starts right here. In her latest
book, The Path Made Clear, Oprah shares what she sees as a guide for activating your deepest vision of yourself, offering the
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framework for creating not just a life of success, but one of significance. The book’s ten chapters are organized to help you
recognize the important milestones along the road to self-discovery, laying out what you really need in order to achieve personal
contentment, and what life’s detours are there to teach us. Oprah opens each chapter by sharing her own key lessons and the
personal stories that helped set the course for her best life. She then brings together wisdom and insights from luminaries in a
wide array of fields, inspiring readers to consider what they’re meant to do in the world and how to pursue it with passion and
focus. Renowned figures such as Eckhart Tolle, Brene Brown, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Elizabeth Gilbert, Jay-Z, and Ellen DeGeneres
share the greatest lessons from their own journeys toward a life filled with purpose. Paired with over 100 awe-inspiring
photographs to help illuminate the wisdom of these messages, The Path Made Clear provides readers with a beautiful resource for
achieving a life lived in service of your calling – whatever it may be.
Have you ever thought about your existence? What is your purpose, and how can you find it? What is the ultimate goal of your
life? Do you know what Siddhi is, and how to reach that ultimate state of bliss? This book, through its ten spokes of the wheel Samriddhi, Sahitya, Sanskars, Sambhaav, Sadbhavna, Seva, Sakriyta, Samarpan, Satarkta and Sadhna, leads us to its very core
- Siddhi. These steps were described by all spiritual leaders of Sikhism, Jainism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Christian leaders like Baba
Nanak, Mahavir, Arjun, Shiv, Krishna, Gautam Buddh, Jesus etc. These are also part of modern life gurus like Art of Living founder
Sri Sri Ravishankar, Isha foundation head Sadguru Jaggi Vasudev, Osho founder Rajnish, Mindfulness and Vipassana founder
Goenka. These steps are often described by Robin Sharma in his books 5AM Club and The Monk Who Sold his Ferrari and also
by Sandeep Maheshwari and Dr. Deepak Chopra. These ideas have helped Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg, Bill Gates, Tony
Robbins, Elon Musk, Joe Biden, Barak Obama, Narendra Modi, Amit Shah, Dr. Manmohan Singh, Sachin Tendulkar, Virat Kohli,
Mahendra Dhoni and almost all famous personalities. These ideas are like the Secret. These were discussed in books like Ikigai,
The Rudest Book ever also. These are tricks to joy, success, money, jobs, happiness, laughter, positivity, health and prosperity.
This book shows you the path, the journey and its lessons are yours to take.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER FROM ACCLAIMED AUTHOR WAYNE DYER In this inspiring book, bestselling author Wayne Dyer
draws from various spiritual traditions to help us unplug from the material world and awaken to the divine with. With his trademark
wit, wisdom, and humor, bestselling author Wayne Dyer offers compelling testimony on the power of love, harmony, and service.
When confronted with a problem, be it ill health, financial worries, or relationship difficulties, we often depend on intellect to solve
it. In this radical book, Dyer shows us that there is an omnipotent spiritual force at our fingertips that contains the solution to our
problems. The first part of the book provides the essential foundation for spiritual problem solving, drawing from the wisdom of
Patanjali, a Yogi mystic; the second half is organized around the prayer of Saint Francis of Assisi, whose legacy is one of love,
harmony, and service. Each chapter contains specific practical applications for applying the teachings of these wise men to
everyday problems, including affirmations, writing exercises, and guided meditations. Profound and thought provoking, yet filled
with pragmatic advice, There's a Spiritual Solution to Every Problem is a book about self-awareness and tapping the healing
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energy within all of us. As Dyer writes, "Thinking is the source of problems. Your heart holds the answer to solving them.
These beautiful cards capture the essence of the life-changing, best-selling book Ask and It Is Given.You will experience an
enhancing of your personal power, which may, at first, seem illogical or even magical, as the Energy Stream from which these
cards have come dovetails with the true essence of your own being. As you return for frequent visits to these beautiful cards, you
will begin to notice a definite closing of the gap between where you are and where you want to be on all subjects that are important
to you.
A box set containing three of Esther and Jerry's bestselling books based on the teachings of the Non-Physical consciousness
Abraham.The box set contains 3 hardbacks:Ask & It is GivenIn this book you'll come to understand how your relationships, health
issues, finances, career concerns, and more are all influenced by this Universal Law; and you'll realize that it's your birthright to
live a life filled with everything that is good!The Law of AttractionIn this book you'll see how all things, wanted and unwanted, are
brought to you by the Law of Attraction.The Astonishing Power of Emotions This book will help you understand the emotions that
you've been experiencing all of your life.You'll come to understand what emotions are, what each of them means, and how to
effectively utilize your new awareness of them.
A sit-down interview with Esther and Jerry Hicks as they relate their story and introduce the Non-Physical group consciousness
Abraham.
Ask and It Is Given presents the teachings of the nonphysical entity Abraham. It will help you learn how to manifest your desires so
that you’re living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve. As you read, you’ll come to understand how your relationships, health
issues, finances, career concerns, and more are influenced by the Universal laws that govern your time/space reality—and you’ll
discover powerful processes that will help you go with the positive flow of life. It’s your birthright to live a life filled with everything
that is good—and this book will show you how to make it so in every way!
***Music CD with insert, which will have all the song lyrics Through the magical projection of high-vibration music, Law of Attraction
Directly from Source will powerfully and playfully immerse you in the progressive stream of thought and the highly practical wisdom
of The Teachings of Abraham. Each track features Leading Edge electronically influenced music that has been woven around the
empowering and upbeat voice of Esther as she speaks for Abraham—a Non-Physical group of highly evolved teachers. So just
relax and listen quietly, or crank it all the way up as you move and groove with your own vibrational being. Either way, prepare
yourself for a sonic ride on the soothing—yet soul-stirring—audio stream of Well-Being.
“Every part of your life is experienced through the perspective of your physical body, and when you feel good, everything you see
looks better. And so, there are few things of greater value than the achievement of health and physical well-being. “Not only does
a good-feeling body promote positive thoughts, but, also, positive thoughts promote a good-feeling body. It is our expectation that
as you ponder these cards, a new point of attraction will begin to be activated within you that eventually can lead to a wonderful
mood or attitude, for if you are able to find feelings of relief even when your body is hurting or sick, you will find physical
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improvement, because your thoughts create your reality.” — Esther & Jerry
Examines the concerns shared by many of today's young people while addressing questions that teens may ask of God, offering
guidance on building healthy relationships, accepting responsibility, and acquiring self-esteem.
Abraham, channeled through Esther Hicks, explains how to understand emotions and follow the life-affirming guidance that they
provide, in a book that discusses how to deal with thirty-three specific situations.
Bruce Gordon was an ex-fighter, ex-gambler, ex-cop, ex-reporter, and now he was an ex-patriot of Earth. Security shipped him to
Mars with a knife, 100 credits, and a yellow card that meant no return. An SF novel that would appeal to Mickey Spillane fans,
Police Your Planet features lots of hands-on violence, assorted beatings, and blood. But this isn't just a crime novel put into space;
this is a hard sf novel, and the terraforming of Mars, while not dwelt upon, is central to the story.
This Leading Edge work by Esther and Jerry Hicks, who present The Teachings of Abraham, will help you understand every
relationship you are currently involved in as well as every relationship you have ever experienced. This book uncovers a myriad of
false premises that are at the heart of every uncomfortable relationship issue, and guides you to a clear understanding of the
powerful creative Vortex that has already assembled the relationships that you have desired. Abraham will show you how to enter
that Vortex, where you will rendezvous with everything and everyone you have been looking for. Included is a link to download
audio on the Law of Attraction!
THOMAS TROWARD’S WISDOM SHARED BY HIS ONE AND ONLY STUDENT WITH A NEW PREFACE BY PEN AWARDWINNING AUTHOR MITCH HOROWITZ! Respect, Trust, and Commitment are the cornerstones of a dedicated relationship
between a teacher and a student. For a passionate student yearning to learn and understand the essence of a subject, they must
demonstrate these traits before a teacher will take them under their wing. In this case, the teacher was Thomas Troward of
Cornwall, England and the student was Genevieve Behrend. He imparted his per¬sonal insight to the one and only pupil who
could perpetuate this knowledge and share it with the world. Not long after her time with Troward, Behrend began her mission in
New York City where she established and headed The School of the Builders until 1925. She established another school in Los
Angeles; and then spent the next thirty-five years touring major cities throughout North America as a cel¬ebrated lecturer, teacher,
and practitioner of Mental Science. Your Invisible Power was her first book and remains her most powerful and popular work. In
this Original Classic Edition, Behrend presents the Troward philosophy at its best. Her incomparably direct and dynamic
personality relates the life-changing concepts on a personal level. As Behrend says, “We all possess more power and greater
possibilities than we realize, and visualizing is one of the greatest of these powers.” She will motivate and inspire you with a
powerful, yet simple and easy guide to open up the way to the attainment of your desires.
In the land of Alera, where people bond with the furies--elementals of earth, air, fire, water, and metal--young Tavi struggles to
cope with his lack of magical talent, until his homeland erupts into conflct between rebels and loyalists and Tavi discovers that he
holds the key to his realm's survival. Reprint.
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“I think that Abraham is one of the best teachers on the planet today!” — Louise L. Hay, the bestselling author of You Can Heal
Your Life "I am a medical doctor and have not, before, run across material that has this much potential to create health. I have
enjoyed Abraham’s books and tapes beyond any expectations. . . ." — Christiane Northrup, M.D., the best-selling author of
Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom This beautiful card deck encompasses gems of wisdom gathered from the Abraham-Hicks
teachings on practical spirituality. Each of these 60 cards will accentuate your natural state of well-being.
The Law of Attraction This book presents the powerful basics of the original Teachings of Abraham. Within these pages, you'll see
how all things, wanted and unwanted, are brought to you by this most powerful Law of the Universe: the Law of Attraction (that
which is like unto itself, is drawn). You've most likely heard the sayings ''Like attracts like,'' ''Birds of a feather flock together,'' or ''It
is done unto you as you believe'' (a belief is only a thought you keep thinking); and although the Law of Attraction has been
alluded to by some of the greatest teachers in history, it has never before been explained in as clear and practical terms as in this
latest book by best-selling authors Esther and Jerry Hicks. Here, you'll learn about the omnipresent Laws that govern this Universe
and how to make them work to your advantage. The knowledge that you'll absorb from reading this book will take all the
guesswork out of daily living. You'll finally understand just about everything that's happening in your own life, as well as the lives of
those you're interacting with. This book will help you joyously be. do. or have anything that you desire! Esther and Jerry Hicks, the
authors of Ask and It Is Given and The Amazing Power of Deliberate Intent, produce the leading-edge Abraham-Hicks teachings
on the art of allowing our natural Weil-Being to come forth.
As author Uell Stanley Andersen (1917- 1986) will show you in the pages of Three Magic Words, you will learn of the unlimited
power that is yours, in you. You will learn how you can turn this power to work for you, here on earth, to make your life majestic
and overflowing with good. Three Magic Words is not a religion or a sect or a society. In its entirety it is a series of essays aimed at
revealing to you your power over all things. You will learn that there is only one mover in all creation and that mover is thought.
You will learn that there is only one creator and that creator is the Universal Subconscious Mind, or God. You will learn that this
creator creates for you exactly what you think, and you will be shown how you can control your thoughts, not only to obtain
answers to your problems but to create in your experience exactly what you desire.
''Intention is a force in the universe, and everything and everyone is connected to this invisible force.'' Intention is generally viewed
as a pit-bull kind of determination, propelling one to succeed at all costs by never giving up on an inner picture. In this view, an
attitude that combines hard work with an indefatigable drive toward excellence is the way to succeed. However, intention is viewed
very differently in this book. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has researched intention as a force in the universe that allows the act of creation
to take place. This book explores intention-not as something you do-but as an energy you're a part of. We're all intended here
through the invisible power of intention. This is the first book to look at intention as a field of energy you can access to begin cocreating your life! Part I deals with the principles of intention, offering true stories and examples showing how to make the
connection. Dr. Dyer identifies the attributes of the all-creating universal mind of intention as creative, kind, loving, beautiful,
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expanding, endlessly abundant, and receptive, explaining the importance of emulating this source of creativity. In Part II, Dr. Dyer
offers an intention guide with specific ways to apply the co-creating principles in daily life. Part III is an exhilarating description of
Dr. Dyer's vision of an individual connected at all times to the universal mind of intention.
Provides guided meditations to help you come into alignment with the energy of your Source, and thus become a joyful Being.
"Your Word is Your Wand" will provide you with the concrete advices for verbal and physical everyday affirmations, accompanied
by a "real life" anecdote whose function is to bring metaphysical ideas in a down to earth style, easily readable and perfectly clear
for anyone interested in personal development. Contents: Success Prosperity Happiness Love Marriage Forgiveness Words of
Wisdom Faith Loss Debt Sales Interviews Guidance Protection Memory The Divine Design Health Eyes Anaemia Ears
Rheumatism False Growths Heart Disease Animals The Elements Journey
What happens when you bring together one of the most inspirational spiritual teachers of all time and the Master Sages of the
Universe? A magical, insightful, invigorating encounter you will never forget! In this tradepaper edition of the awe-inspiring book
based on a live event held in Anaheim, California, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer sits down with Esther Hicks and the wise Collective
Consciousness known as Abraham. Wayne asks all the questions he has accumulated from his more than 40 years of teaching
others about self-reliance and self-discovery, and Abraham delivers the answers we all need to hear. Topics include: • Parenting,
parents, and the continuum of life • Can we reach the state of "love that has no opposite"? • Dharma, destiny, and being on your
path • Dealing with bad news • Are there ascended masters and guides? • Monsanto and GMOs • and many more! While Wayne
and Esther have been friends for years, this is the first time that he engages with Abraham in an extended dialogue about life’s
many lessons and perplexing questions. Read this book and experience this extraordinary meeting of the minds for yourself!
This book offers you, the reader, a thoughtful and inspired formula for generating appreciation, happiness, and good
feelings—deftly blended into the uplifting story of a plucky, inquisitive girl named Sara; and her teacher, an ethereal owl named
Solomon. There’s something in Sara for any child, adult, or teen pursuing joy and meaning . . . and searching for answers about
life, death, and the desires of the heart. It’s filled with techniques and processes for making one’s dreams come true . . .
especially yours! Sara and Solomon will delight and enchant you!

This information-packed little book,which presents the teachings of the nonphysical entity Abraham, will help you learn
how to manifest your desires so that you’re living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve. Each day, you’ll come to
understand how your relationships, health issues, finances, career concerns, and more are influenced by the Universal
laws that govern your time-space reality—and you’ll discover powerful processes that will help you go with the positive
flow of life. So start making your dreams a reality . . . right now!
Money, and the Law of Attraction This Leading Edge work by Esther and Jerry Hicks, who present the teachings of the
Non-Physical consciousness Abraham, explains that the two subjects most chronically affected by the powerful Law of
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Attraction are financial and physical well-being. This book shines a spotlight on each of the most significant aspects of
your life experience and then guides you to the conscious creative control of every aspect of your life. It also goes right to
the heart of what most of you are probably troubled by: money and physical health, and has been written to deliberately
align you with the most powerful law in the universe - the Law of Attraction - so that you can make it work specifically for
you.
Sara's new friend, a wise owl that can read peoples thoughts, inspires in her a new way of perceiving and interacting with
the world, in this new age story intended to inspire and demonstrate ways of achieving happiness.
This information-packed book, which presents the teachings of the Non-Physical entity Abraham, will help you learn how
to manifest your desires so that you're living the joyous and fulfilling life you deserve. Each day you'll come to understand
how your relationships, health issues, finances, career concerns, and more are influenced by the Universal laws that
govern your time-space reality - and you'll discover powerful processes that will help you go with the positive flow of life.
So start making your dreams a reality ... right now!
In this perpetual calendar, which you can use year after year,Esther and Jerry Hicks present the teachings of the
nonphysical entity Abraham. You will learn how to manifest your desires so that you're living the joyous and fulfilling life
you deserve, you will understand how your relationships, health issues, finances, career concerns, and more are
influenced by the Universal laws that govern your time/space reality, and you'll discover powerful processes that will help
you go with the positive flow of life.
Offers guidance in using the principles of the "law of attraction" to attain physical and financial well-being.
This leading-edge book by Esther and Jerry Hicks, who present the teachings of the nonphysical entity Abraham, is
about having a deliberate intent for whatever you want in life, while at the same time balancing your energy along the
way. But it’s important to note that the awareness of the need to balance your energy is much more significant than goalsetting or focusing on ultimate desires. And it is from this very important distinction that this work has come forth. As you
come to understand and effectively practice the processes offered here, you will not only achieve your goals and desired
outcomes more rapidly, but you’ll enjoy every single step along the path even before their manifestation. As such, you’ll
find that the living of your life is an ongoing journey of joy, rather than a series of long dry spells between occasional
moments of temporary satisfaction.
"Do you believe in ghosts?" Annette just sort of blurted out. Sara and Seth both looked up with surprise. "Well," Sara
stalled, "I guess I do." She remembered the night Solomon had visited her in her bedroom after Jason and Jimmy had
shot him, but she hadn’t really thought about him being a ghost that night; she’d just been so glad to see her beloved
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feathered friend. Sara and Seth looked at each other. Both of them knew that if anything would fall into the category of
ghosts, Solomon would most likely be it, but they didn’t say anything, uncertain about telling their new friend their special
secret. "Well, do you believe in ghosts?" Seth asked, looking intently at Annette’s serious face. Annette looked at Seth
and then at Sara, who both sat quietly, each waiting to hear the answer. "No, I just wondered if you did," Annette
answered abruptly. "Hey, let’s swing." And without taking the time to execute a perfectly calculated leap from the
platform as she usually did, Annette grabbed the swinging rope and jumped off as if she couldn’t do so fast enough. . .
.Get ready for an exciting new adventure in joy with Sara, Seth, Solomon, and their new friend!
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